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Addendum

In response to the request made in document L/1198 (paragraph 55), the
Government of the FederalRepublia of Germany have furnished the following
additional information on grass and clover seeds and seed peas. This information
should constitute an integral part of the Report of Committee II on the
Consultation with the Federal Republic of Germany (L/1198).
Grass, Clover Seeds and Seed Peas

A member of the Committee expressed the opinion that the paragraphs on the
methods of promotion in operation for the productionn of forage seeds
(Section II.B) could not be- adequately considered without reference to the
paragraphs dealing with the import restrictions on forage seeds (Section VI (c)).

He added that the statement at the end of the second paragraph of
Section II B that "the efficiency of agriculture can only be secured by wayof
guaranteeing the supply of tested seeds of protected species" was opento
challenge as it implied that seeds originating in West Gwemany weredecisively

better than any imported seed; this implication was also present in VI (c).
Forage seeds originating in areas with greatly different climate and other
environmental conditions from those of West Germany were admittedly less well
adapted to West Geman conditions in somecases they would be positively
unsuitable for sowing in that country But forage seeds originating in areas
of roughly similar climatic conditions (i.e. most of North West Europe as well
as certain other areas of the world, including notably New Zealand) were just
as well adapted for West German conditions, and certain varieties of certain
kinds of seed may even be of greater value, in that they not only retain their
distinctive characteristics when grown under West German conditions but that
these characteristics may themselves be superior to those of indigenous German
seed. Section II B stated that support is given to varieties of forage plants
which have a high fodder value/seed yield ratio; it was certainly very arguable
whetherr the efficiency of German agriculture might not be better served by the
free importation (from areas of similar climatic conditions) of forage varieties
which have a fodder value as high as (or higher than) indigenous varieties and
which also have a higher seed yield.
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The member posed the following questions pointing out that they
related In principle to seed peas as well as grass and clover seeds;

1. What principles haveguided the Government of the Federal Republic
of Germany in differentiating between those kinds of forage seeds
which are to be, liberalized during 1960 and those which will continue
to be subject to quota restrictions?

(If article XX of GAIT is referred to in Justification of the policy
it may be asked how this can be held to justify a distinction between,
say, red clover (to be liberalized) and white clover (to remain on
quota) or between the meadow grasses (to be. liberalized)and such
grasses as Perennial and Italian ryegrass, Timothy, Cocksfoot,
Meadow Fescue and Chewings Fescue (to remain on quota)).

2. Does the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany agree that
some species which are grown in areas with climatic conditions
similar to those of Germany may be as well adapted to German
conditions as indigenous seed? And may not such species be of
greater value than indigenous seed, in that they not only retain
their distinctive characteristics when grown in Germany but that
these charaterstics are in. themselves superior to those of
indigenous seed?

3. Would not the efficiency of German agriculture be. better secured
by.permitting the free importation of such seed than by restricting
imports in the way described and subsidizing indigenous seed?

Additional questions of fact might also be asked:

4. What particular kinds and varieties of seeds have qualified for
promotion bonuses and subsidies in the past five years?

5, When the assessment is being made to decide whether a species
requires promotions what account is taken of the availability
of overseas supplies?

6. Do German seed growers know at the beginning of the season. which
kinds of seed are likely to be eligible for promotion bonuses or
subsidies, and if so is any limitation placed on the acreages to be
sown?

In reply to the general questions the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany stated that it had not been asserted that German seed was
plainly better than seed from other origins. However, certified seed should
be given priority because in each instance only seeds of varieties are Involved
which are subjected to many years of tests and constant supervision within the
area of utilization. Therefore, such seed offers the best guarantee for a
promising growth. Even German seed hot subjected to these controls may,
on principle, not be marketed in the Federal Republic. Only if requirements
cannot be met by certified seed, one would have to resort to other seed (import
and commercial seed). Yet, even such seed would have to meet specific
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minimumrequirements. These reguilation apply both to imported eed so-
called Germancommorcial seea. According to this principle the distinction
is not so much between German and foreign seed but rather between certified
and not certified seed.

In reply to the first specific question, the German representative
stated that the Federal Republic, in exploring all possible avenues for a
liberalization, had also tried to liberalize appropriate seeds. From
experience it may be expected that short crops intolerable to regional
improvement work will not result from using the seeds involved.

In reply to the second question, the German representative stated that
in theory equipollance might be possible. In practice, hover, it may be
supposed as far more likely that imported seed would be of minor value for
cultivation in Germany. Also non-certified German seed meeting minimum
requirements but which has not been subjected to the strict controls
applicable to certified seed (so-called commercial seed) could be of high
or low cultivation value. Owing to the two alternatives possible also such
German seed would be treated as of lower grade like imported seed Which, in
the absence of international agreements, cannot be classified as certified
seed.

The third question was answered in the negative by the German
representative. The benefit in terms of regional development could be
anticipated with certainty only if there is a guarantee that seeds lots of
only those varieties are involved which were not only tested over a number
of years but also constantly controlled.

Seeds for which subsidies were granted over the last five years are
listed in the annex. According to the explanation given by the German
representative the mark " - " shows that a subsidy was not granted in the
year concerned and that the number of subsidized species decreased in the
course of years.

In reply to the last two questions, tho German representative stated
that availanbilitiesoverseas have no bearing on the decision which species
are to be subsidized. The question whether possibly a subsidized seed ia
concernedalso plays no part in the decision of calling for import tenders.

At the beginning of the growing season seed producers are unaware of
any decision as regards the species to be subsidized. Such decision is
only made after the crop results are known. No acreage restrictions are
imposed.
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Subsidized seed species

1955 1956 1995 1958 1959

German rye-grass
Red fescue grass
Fertile meadow-grass
Beat grass

kentucky blue grass
Talroatgrass

Orchard grass

Oldenburg rye-grass

Canary-grass
Hungarian brome-grass
Italian ry -grass

Annual rye-grass
Timothy grass
Meadow fescue
Bastard rye-grass
Meadow fortail-grass
Alfalfa
Red clover

Yellow trefoil
Bird's trefoil
Grimson clover
Marah bird's foot
Alsyke
White clover
Sainfoin
Serradella
Hairy vetah

Hungarian vetch
Summer vetch

Held pea

Blue and yellow lupines
Horse bean


